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MODULE BASIC ADVANCED ENTERPRISE

Acadis Training

Acadis Documents

Acadis Workforce Portal

Acadis Personal Portal

Acadis Dashboards

Acadis Scheduling

Acadis Instructor Scheduling Portal

Acadis Registration

Acadis Online Registration

Acadis Housing

Acadis Testing

Acadis  Online Testing

Acadis Performance Evaluation

Acadis Compliance

Acadis LMS

Acadis Inventory

Acadis Performance Evaluations with Portal

The Acadis® Readiness Suite is a modular system that allows you to tailor our solutions to meet your 
unique needs and budget. So whether you’re directing a small department, large academy or a statewide 
certification authority, we have you covered. Just select the specific modules you need (or capitalize on 
the opportunity to save by choosing among three popular Acadis bundles). Then decide if you want to 
host the software yourself or if you’d like us to provide you with Acadis benefits through a secure turnkey 
service that we’ll host. Either way, we can deliver just the right mix of technology and services to help you 
streamline and optimize training management in a whole new way. 

Flexible Implementation Options

ACADIS
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To us, that’s more than a tagline. It’s a simple truth. And it’s what inspired us to develop Acadis Readiness Solutions.

Acadis is a flagship family of solutions from Envisage Technologies that embody a single, powerful idea: to make certain our police, 
emergency services and military communities are trained, equipped and ready to respond. 

Please contact us for more information on all of our Acadis solutions and to schedule a demonstration.

Toll Free: (888) 313 - 8324
Local: (812) 330 - 7101
Email: sales@envisagenow.com

READINESS SAVES LIVES.

Contract: GS-35F-0058N

  Acadis as a Service — FISMA Compliant SecureCloud Hosting

Everything you need to deploy and maintain your Acadis solution is included in our Software as a Service (SaaS) subscription. There’s 
no hardware to buy and no software to maintain — just a flat monthly subscription fee gives you access to all the same functionality 
as the licensed version, without the added expense of hardware, IT staff and system support. Let our experts maintain the hardware, 
software, operating systems and network security. That way, you’ll have both peace of mind and the confidence of knowing your 
system is being supported by security-cleared professionals and backed by the company that built it. Our FISMA-compliant hosting 
option includes the same stringent security controls required by Federal and Military networks, so you can rest easy knowing your 
data is always in good hands.

  Acadis as a Service — Full Federal C&A or Military DIACAP SecureCloud

If you require full Certification and Accreditation or DIACAP of your hosted solution, we can provide that, too, including all required 
C&A paperwork. In fact, we even provide an Authority to Operate (ATO) guarantee. Our Certified hosting option includes dedicated 
hardware, a complete C&A/DIACAP paperwork package, and ongoing updates to your security paperwork throughout the year. And 
because our SecureCloud is already Government-certified, we can help you achieve full ATO in a fraction of the time it traditionally 
takes.

Traditional License

If you have all of your hardware and just need Acadis software to load on your servers, we’re happy to  provide you with traditional 
licensing and software maintenance subscriptions. Our engineers can set up the system for you or we can guide you through the 
installation procedures remotely. Either way, you’ll be up and running fast. Our software maintenance subscriptions not only provide 
your IT staff with all the necessary patches, but also include any new features and updates developed during that release. And since 
we release between six-to-eight new versions of Acadis every year, you can keep your organization up to date with the latest tools and 
best practices. 

Agile Deployment

At Envisage Technologies, we embrace the concepts of Agile Development. All of our Readiness Solutions have been designed in close 
collaboration with organizations like yours. When we deploy your Acadis installation, we’ll pair your technical team leader with one 
of our in-house experts to ensure tight alignment of the software and implementation schedule with your requirements. Once your 
installation is complete, our Customer Care team will continue to provide you with support and weekly feature demonstrations, so 
that you can help us create new features that will provide the greatest benefits — and value — to your operations.
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